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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel method for decorating 3D surfaces using a new type of vector graphics, called Poisson vector
graphics (PVG). Unlike other existing techniques that frequently require local/global parameterization, our approach advocates
a parameterization-free paradigm, affording decoration of geometric models with any topological type while minimizing the overall computational expenses. Since Poisson Vector Graphics supports a set of simple discrete curves, it is straightforward for users
to edit colors and synthesize geometry details. Meanwhile, the details could be organized by Poisson Region (PR), leading to
much smoother decoration than those of Diffusion Curve (DC). Consequently, it is an ideal tool to create smooth relief. It may be
noted that, DC is adequate to create sharp or discontinuous results. But PR is superior to DC, supporting level-of-details editing on
meshes thanks to its smoothness. To render PVG on meshes efficiently, we develop a Poisson solver based on harmonic B-splines,
which could be constructed using geodesic Voronoi diagram. Our Poisson solver is a local solver for rendering with more flexibility
and versatility. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on synthetic and real-world 3D models.
Keywords: Poisson vector graphics, Poisson solver, harmonic B-splines function, diffusion curves, Poisson regions, geometric
textures
1. Introduction and Motivation

Orzan et al. [5] proposed diffusion curves, which propagate
colors smoothly from curves, producing smooth color distri2
Despite many novel techniques being developed for 3D graph- 27 bution in space except at the curves. Based on diffusion curves,
3 ics modeling in recent decades, decorating 3D surfaces of arbi28 Jeschke et al. [6] proposed to render surface details. And then
4 trary topological type still remains a common yet challenging
29 they extended diffusion curves with view dependent and dy5 task in geometric modeling and computer graphics applications.
30 namic feature embedding to render details on 3D meshes. Since
6 Texture mapping is still a popular technique for enhancing the
0
31 the solution is C
continuity on diffusion curves, they cannot
7 realism of 3D surfaces, and the other commonly-used technique
32 produce smooth details.
8 is bump mapping.
Based on the local details of the texture, 33
Strongly inspired by the existing works on decoration of ar9 Sander et al. [1] reallocated the object parametrization to locally
34 bitrary mesh, we take a different approach and propose a 3D
10 provide more details on the mesh. Carr and Hart [2] used the
35 mesh decoration algorithm based on Poisson vector graphics in
11 surface painting to paint a texture directly onto a surface with a
36 order to produce smooth details. PVG [7] is a natural extension
12 texture atlas. To provide a more clear shadow map result near
37 to the popular diffusion curves with two new primitives — Pois13 the camera according to the current viewpoint, Stamminger and
38 son curve (PC) and Poisson region, which is a good 2D graphic
14 Drettakis [3] changed the texture space by perspective shadow
39 authoring tool based on Poisson’s equation. It extends diffusion
15 map.
Dachsbacher and Stamminger [4] rendered procedural 40 curve from Laplacian’s equations to Poisson’s equation, allow16 terrain via geometry image warping. However, since local or
41 ing non-zero Laplacians away from curves. In this paper, we
17 global parameterization is required, texture mapping is often42 generalize PVG from planar domain to 3D mesh decoration.
18 times computationally expensive. From the authoring perspec0
43 Diffusion curves based decoration algorithm suffers from C or
19 tive, 3D editing tools could not be easily supported by texture
−1
1
44 C
continuity. In contrast, thanks to the C continuity of Pois20 mapping, as texture mapping frequently fails to handle mod45 son regions, our algorithm is adequate to produce smooth local
21 els with complex geometry, and it also tends to produce high
46 details.
22 distortion.
47
To render vector graphics, Orzan et al. [5] designed a multi23
An alternative approach is to directly construct color and 48 grid solver to use a coarse version of the sections. Jeschke et
24 displacement functions on 3D surfaces using vector graphics.
49 al. [8] used finite differences with varying step size to accel50 erate the calculation process. Boye et al. [9] presented a finite
∗ Corresponding author
51 element method (FEM) which can convert a diffusion curve im1

25
26
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age into a mesh-based representation. It may be noted that, a
global solver is not necessary for mesh rendering, since only
54 faces within or adjacent to the painting/decoration region shall
55 be further processed. Based on the vector solver of PVG, we
56 devise a local Poisson solver to render mesh details efficiently,
57 while avoiding to process global details. With the local solu58 tion, only the vertices that contribute to the results are evalu59 ated. Our contributions are as follows:
52

53

60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71

• At the theoretic and computational front, we propose an
efficient Poisson solver directly on 3D meshes, which is
a local solver for rendering with more flexibility.
• In the application of 3D decorations, PVG provides users
with simple inputs (i.e., a set of sparse curves) to produce detailed geometries. In particular, smooth 3D decorations could directly benefit from PR within the framework of PVG, which could not be properly enabled by
using conventional DCs.
• Thanks to the smoothness property inherited from PR,
our new method will afford level-of-details editing directly on complex geometries.

through local stitching and deformation. Lai et al. [22] converted the 2D texture into geometric image to reconstruct syn104 thesized geometry.
Bhat et al. [23] presented an example105 based method for synthesizing geometric textures such as pits
106 and grooves on surfaces by extending the neighborhood-based
107 texture synthesis algorithms for volumetric models. By recon108 structing the fine-scale geometric details over a simple proxy of
109 the original model, Toledo et al. [24] proposed a suitable repre110 sentation for highly tessellated models using a set of geometry
111 textures.
Landreneau and Schaefer [25] developed a method
112 for generating scales and scale-like structures on a polygonal
113 mesh. Taking a user-sketched lateral line as input (which con114 trols the distribution and orientation of scales), it computes a
115 vector field over the surface to control an anisotropic centroidal
116 Voronoi tessellation and then automatically fills each Voronoi
117 cell with oriented scales and generates a fully connected 2118 manifold mesh that is suitable for subsequent post-processing
119 applications. Their method is effective to generate pre-defined
120 patterns repetitively on 3D surfaces, while our method supports
121 free-form vector graphics and can also provide the user more
122 control of the displacement.
102
103

123

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
73 reviews the related works and Section 3 introduces the prelim74 inary knowledge and required terminologies on Poisson vector
75 graphics and harmonic B-splines. Section 4 presents our PVG
76 mesh solver in details and Section 5 addresses our specific al77 gorithm, followed by experimental results and discussions in
78 Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and points out
79 the future work.

2.2. Vector Graphics

72

80

81
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2. Related Work
This section briefly reviews the work relevant to ours.
2.1. Surface Decoration

Besides texture mapping, there are a few other alternatives
for decorating 3D surfaces. Bump mapping [10, 11, 12] sim85 ulates 3D surface details by perturbing normal vectors while
86 the original geometry remains unchanged. In contrast to bump
87 mapping that can only control shading normals, parallax map88 ping [13, 14] can also modify the texture coordinates along the
89 view direction to obtain mesostructure normals and color data
90 based on the depth values using an approximate solution. Re91 lief texture mapping [15, 16] uses textures enhanced with depth
92 information to create the illusion of complex geometric details
93 onto flat polygons with locating the intersection of the height
94 field and the ray to generate pixel shader. In contrast to bump
95 mapping, displacement mapping [17, 18, 19] actually changes
96 model’s geometry by moving vertices along surface normals.
97
Using texture and displacement mappings, Donnelly [20]
98 synthesized detailed geometry on the surfaces of objects by
99 mapping the geometric texture.
Zhou et al. [21] proposed
100 a mesh quilting algorithm to seamlessly synthesize geometric
101 texture sample inside a thin shell around an arbitrary surface
83
84

Diffusion curves, proposed by Orzan et al. [5], are 2-sided
curves with colors defined on either side. By diffusing these
126 colors over the image, the resulting image includes sharp bound127 aries along the curves with smoothly shaded regions between
128 them. Note that diffusion curve images are harmonic functions
129 of colors, the maximum principle states that a non-constant har130 monic function cannot attain a maximum (or minimum) at an
131 interior point of its domain. Therefore, the follow-up work fo132 cuses on providing more degrees of freedom for controlling
133 color gradient.
Bezerra et al. [26] proposed diffusion barri134 ers, diffusion anisotropy, and spatially varying color strength
135 to control the diffusion process. Their approach is able to dif136 fuse both colors and normal maps, hereby producing interesting
137 non-photorealistic effects. However, it is non-intuitive to spec138 ify the boundary condition for normals and normals can only
139 be diffused within a closed diffusion curve. Using thin-plate
140 splines (TPS), Finch et al. [27] extended diffusion curves to pro141 vide smooth interpolation through color constraints. Although
142 TPS allows more user control and is able to mimic smooth
143 shading, it often produces unwanted local extremals (hereby un144 predicted colors) due to the violation of the maximal principle
145 of harmonic equation. Moreover, solving a bi-Laplace’s equa146 tion is more computationally expensive than solving Laplace’s
147 equation, and it may suffer from serious numerical issues since
148 the system is less well-conditioned. Lieng et al. [28] proposed
149 shading curves, which associate shading profiles to each side of
150 the curve. These shading profiles, which can be manually ma151 nipulated, represent the color gradient out from their associated
152 curves. Lecot and Levy [29] developed a vectorization method
153 which is based on a two-level variational parametric segmen154 tation algorithm, minimizing Mumford and Shah’s energy and
155 operating on an intermediate triangulation, well adapted to the
156 features of the image. Using holomorphic 1-form, Lai et al.

124

125

2

[30] developed an automatic method for converting raster images to high-quality gradient meshes with non-trivial topolo159 gies. Xie et al. [31] automatically generated sparse diffusion
160 curve vectorizations of raster images by fitting curves in the
161 Laplacian domain. Their method is highly efficient, combines
162 Laplacian and bi-Laplacian diffusion curve representations, and
163 generates a hierarchical representation that accurately recon164 structs both vector art and natural images.
157
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where n is the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂V j , dσ
and ds are the area and line integral elements, respectively.
Then we define a function ψ j for each Voronoi cell V j as
X
ψ j (x) =
(3)
wi j φti (x),
i

P
where wi j is the discrete Laplacian weight and i wi j φti (x) is a
179 boundary sum that approximates the line integral on the right
180 hand side of Equation (2).
165 3. Preliminary
181
Feng and Warren [32] showed that the functions ψ j are ap182 proximately local, nonnegative, and satisfying partition of unity,
166
In this section, we briefly introduce harmonic B-splines, 183 sharing many properties of the popular B-spline’s basis func167 diffusion curves and Poisson vector graphics. For details, we
184 tions. Therefore they named it harmonic B-spline. Harmonic
168 refer readers to [32, 7]. To ease reading, we list the main nota185 B-spline has two salient features that distinguish itself from the
169 tions in Table 1.
186 conventional B-spline. First, there is no restriction on knots and
187 splines can be constructed on a set of fully irregular knots. SecItem
Description
188 ond, it is parameterization free, since evaluating Green’s funcΩ
2D domain
189 tion φy (x) requires only the distance kx − yk, which can be meaM
Input 3D triangle mesh
U ⊂ M A simply connected region on the mesh
190 sured in a coordinate-free manner.
x, y
n
ti
S
i Vi
N1 (Vi )
n
AM
AVi
Ax
ei j
di j
f
g
u(x)
△
φy (x)

Vertices of Ω or M
Normal vector
The i-th knot of Ω or M
Voronoi diagram
1-ring neighboring cells of Vi
Number of knots (Voronoi cells)
The total area of mesh M
The area of Voronoi cell Vi
The area of Voronoi region of vertex x
Voronoi edge between cells Vi and V j
Geodesic distance between ti and t j
Laplace constraints of PCs and PRs
The Dirichlet boundary condition
The solution of Poisson equation
The Laplace-Beltrami operator
Green’s function centered at vertex y

3.1. Harmonic B-splines

Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a 2D compact domain and T = {ti |ti ∈ Ω}ni=1
172 a set of knots.
Taking {ti } as the generators, we construct a
Sn
173 Voronoi diagram Ω =
i=1 Vi , where Vi is the Voronoi cell of
174 knot ti .
For arbitrary points x, y ∈ Ω, Green’s function of the Laplace
operator ∆ satisfies

171

∆φy (x) = δy (x),

(1)

where δy (x) is the Dirac delta function centered at y. In 2D
space, an analytic solution to Equation (1) is
φy (x) =

3.2. Diffusion Curves & Poisson Vector Graphics
Orzan et al. [5] developed diffusion curves, which are 2193 sided curves with colors defined on either side. By diffusing
194 these colors over the image, the final result includes sharp bound195 aries along the curves with smoothly shaded regions between
196 them (see Figure 1(a)(b)). Mathematically speaking, diffusion
197 curve image is the solution of the following Laplace equation
198 △u(x) = 0, u(x)|∂Ω = g, where g is user-specified boundary
199 color.
Since the solution of Laplace equation is a harmonic
200 function, which, by the maximum principle, retains its maxi201 mum and minimum on the domain boundary, implying that u
202 cannot have local maxima or minima, unless it is constant. As a
203 result, diffusion curves do not have enough degrees of freedom
204 to control color gradient.
205
Poisson vector graphics [33] extends the DC framework by
206 adding two new geometric primitives, called Poisson curves
207 (PC) and Poisson regions (PR). The former is to model color
208 discontinuity across curves, while the latter is to design smooth
209 shading within the user specified regions. PVG solves a Pois210 son’s equation with piecewise constant Laplacians f , hereby
211 taking DC as a special case with f ≡ 0. Extending the zero
212 Laplacian to a piecewise constant function f brings 4 unique
213 advantages. First, users can explicitly control the local and/or
214 global shading profiling via manipulating f (which is a scalar
215 for each color channel). Second, users can easily control the
216 color extrema, which are either on the curves (for PC and DC)
217 or inside a region (for PR). Third, PVG allows intersection
218 among the geometric primitives. Fourth, PVG natively supports
219 seamless cloning. Although a PVG can have an arbitrary num220 ber of PCs and PRs, it must contain at least one diffusion curve,
221 serving as the boundary condition g. Hou et al. [33] demon222 strated that PVG is a simple yet powerful authoring tool that
223 can produce photo-realistic vector graphics from scratches. See
224 Figure 1(c)(d) for a simple example of PVG.
191

192

Table 1: Notations

170

178

1
log(kx − yk).
2π

175

For a Voronoi cell V j , applying Green’s theorem to (1)
yields
Z
Z
∂∆φy (x)
∆φy (x) dσ =
ds,
(2)
∂n
∂V j
Vj

3

(a) DCs

(b) DC image

(c) DCs & PRs

(d) PVG image

Figure 1: Diffusion curves and Poisson vector graphics [33]. PVG complements DC by two new primitives, Poisson regions and Poisson curves, which
provide additional control on colors.

225

3.3. 2D PVG Solver
To render PVG, one solves the following Poisson equation
∆u(x) = f, u(x)|x∈∂Ω = g,

where AM is the area of M. The addition of the area term is
necessary to ensure the existence of a solution y(x) in the compact case. Using Green’s third identity on closed manifolds, we
can write the solution u(x) as
ZZ
ZZ
1
Φy (x)∆u(x)dσ
u(x)dσ +
u(x) =
(7)
AM
U
U

(4)

where f is the Laplacian constraint of Poisson curves and regions, and g is the Dirichlet boundary condition of colors. Us228 ing harmonic B-splines [32], Hou et al. [33] developed a novel
229 random-access solver for the above Poisson equation.
230
Green’s third identity provides an analytical solution for
231 Laplace/Poisson’s equations in the form of integral,
ZZ
φy (x)∆u(y)dσy
u(x) =
Ω
!
I
∂φy (x)
∂u(y)
dly ,
(5)
− φy (x)
u(y)
+
∂n
∂n
∂Ω
226

227

Comparing to theR Rplanar case (Equation (5)), we have the additional term A1M U u(x)dσ which is the average of u(x) in re252 gion U. Such a term reveals the difference of Green’s function
253 defined on closed and open domains.
We select a set of knots {t j }nj=1 which is a subset of mesh vertices and construct a Voronoi diagram on M. The knot selection
criteria are as follows: (1) the outer boundary of V coincides
with the boundary of U. (2) the regions on the boundary (i.e.,
∂V j ∩ ∂U , Φ) are small enough. (3) the function f in every
V j is a constant. Similar to [7], we discretize u(x) as
ZZ
X
1
AV j f |V j φV j (x)
u(x)dσ +
u(x) ≈
(8)
AM
U
V

250
251

j

Feng and Warren [32] defined the basis function for Voronoi
cell V j as
ψ j (x) =

X
AV j
+
ai j (φ̄Vi (x) − φ̄V j (x))
AM V ∈N (V )
i

1

j

ke k

where the coefficient ai j = − dii jj , and the Voronoi edges ei j are
232 where dσ and dl are the surface and line elements, n is the 255 fallen into three disjoint classes geometrically: inner bound256 aries Eib , outer boundaries Eob and interior edges Eie .
233 outward pointing unit normal of dl.
Then we can derive
234
Hou et al. [33] rasterized the image domain Ω with userX
235 specified resolution and then discretized the geometric primλ jψ j
236 itives (DCs/PCs/PRs) using quad-tree.
Taking the quad-tree
Vj
237 nodes as generators, they computed a Voronoi diagram to parS
X
X AV j
238 tition the domain Ω =
i Vi . For each Voronoi cell Vi , they
ai j (φVi − φV j )λ j
+
=
λj
AM e ∈E
239 constructed a harmonic B-spline basis function ψi (x), whose
Vj
ij
ob
(9)


240 knots are the generators of Vi and its 1-ring neighboring cells.

X
X AV j X 
241
For basis function of a boundary Voronoi cell Vi , they set its
φV
ai j (λi − λ j )
+
λj
=
 j
A
242 control point λi using the Dirichlet boundary condition g. For
M
Vi ∈N1 (V j )
Vj
V j ∈I
243 basis functions of internal Voronoi cells, they computed their
244 control points by solving a sparse linear system of size k × k,
245 where k is the number of interior quad-tree nodes. Finally, the
For λ j of V j ∈ B, we simply set λ j = g|V j . To compute the
P
246 solution is given by u(x) =
i=1 λi ψi (x). Since harmonic Bcoefficients of φV j (V j ∈ I) satisfying AV j f |V j , we solve the
247 spline basis functions are approximately local, evaluating u(x)
following equation
248 involves only the basis functions close to x.
LI λI = b − LB λB ,
(10)
249

4. PVG Mesh Solver

where b j = AV j f |V j . It is apparent that λ j is the average color or
displacement in V j . It is easily verified that the third and fourth
259 terms of Eqn. (9) are identical to inner boundaries and outer
260 boundaries of Eqn. (8). Since λ j is the average color or disAV j
P
261 placement of V j ,
V j ∈I∪B λ j AM is the average color/displacement
262 of region U. Thus, the Eqn. (9) is the solution of the Poisson
263 equation (4).
264
Since the basis function ψ j (x) decays to zero quickly, we
P
265 evaluate the u(x) =
V j ∈N(x) λ j ψ j (x) using only the basis func266 tions in a local neighborhood of x.
257

Let M be a closed manifold mesh and U ⊂ M a simply
connected region enclosing the PVG primitives. To render PVG
on meshes, we adopt the harmonic B-spline based solver similar
to [33]. For a closed mesh M, Green’s function of the LaplaceBeltrami operator is
∆φy (x) = δy (x) −

254

1
,
AM

(6)

258

4

Remark. Our solver can be extended to handle open meshes.
By removing the constant term and adding the boundary integral to Eqn. (7), we can express the solution as
ZZ
ZZ
1
Φy (x)∆u(x)dσ
u(x)dσ +
u(x) =
AM
U
U
!
I
(11)
∂Φy (x)
∂u(x)
u(x)
dl.
− Φy (x)
+
∂n
∂n
∂U
The basis function for Voronoi cell V j is
ψ j (x) =

X

ai j (φ̄Vi (x) − φ̄V j (x)),

Vi ∈N1 (V j )

P
so we obtain the solution u(x) = V j ∈N(x) λ j ψ j (x) in a similar
268 form as the case of closed meshes.
267

269

(a) dDC f , 0 (b) dDC f = 0 (c) dDC f = 0 (c) dDC f = 0
dPR g = 0
dPR g = 0
dPR g = 1
dPR g = −1

5. Algorithm

Figure 2: Diffusion curves vs Poisson regions. Diffusion curves are associated
with the Dirichlet boundary condition f , while Poisson regions are assigned
Laplace constraints g. We solve the Poisson equation △u = g and u|∂Ω = f to
compute the displacement field. (a) Although the displacement generated by
DC is smooth within Ω, it is discontinuous along the domain boundary ∂Ω. (b)
The only exception is f ≡ 0, which produces a constant function u ≡ 0. (c)-(d)
Combining DC and PR, we can define displacement which is C 1 continuous
both inside Ω and across the boundary ∂Ω. We visualize the values of f and g
using color maps: warm colors are positive values and cold colors are negative
values, and green is 0.

5.1. Overview
271
PVG consists of three types of primitives: diffusion curve,
272 Poisson curve and Poisson region. DC is a curve with color
273 (cDC) or displacement (dDC) specified by the user, meanwhile,
274 it guarantees a unique solution of the Poisson solver as Dirichlet
275 boundary condition. DC is like a radiative heat transport diffus276 ing color or height on the mesh. PC is a double-sided curve
277 with opposite Laplacian values and can create high contrast ef278 fect along the curve. PR is a region whose boundary and inside
279 region have reverse Laplacians and can generate a controllable
280 soft boundary there. PR is effective to produce the effects like
281 highlight and smooth convex or concave bump effect. In short,
282 DCs specify color and height on the mesh as the boundary con283 dition, PCs and PRs control tone by offsetting Laplacians.
284
In this paper, we adopt diffusion curves and Poisson regions
285 to represent both colors and displacements on 3D surfaces, and
286 use prefixes “c” and “d” to distinguish them. For example, cDC
287 is a color field represented by diffusion curves and dPR is dis288 placement generated by Poisson regions. Figure 5 shows a sim289 ple example with 5 cDCs, 4 dDCs and 1 dPR. Besides, from
290 Fig. 5(e)(g), we can see that how PRs make the difference from
291 traditional DCs to achieve smooth tune result. As shown in Fig.
292 2, DC alone produces only sharp feature, whereas DC+PR can
1
293 make a smooth displacement field. Furthermore, PRs are C 294 continuous across their boundaries for 2D cases, thanks to the
295 analytic solution of Green’s functions (see Fig. 3). Unfortu296 nately, we don’t have such a luxury for general 3D meshes, the
1
297 C -continuity does not hold any longer. Nevertheless, editing
298 PRs is still more flexible than DCs, since PRs can intersect with
299 each other, whereas DCs cannot (see Fig. 4).
300
Figure 6 illustrates the pipeline of our surface decoration
301 algorithm. Taking the user-sketched curves as input, we take a
302 subset of mesh vertices as knots and then construct a geodesic
303 Voronoi diagram. Then, for each Voronoi cell, we construct a
304 harmonic B-spline basis function ψ. By solving small sparse
305 linear system, we obtain the control coefficients λ and finally
P
306 express the color/displacement function using
i λi ψi .

270

(a) PVG Primitives

(b) PVG image

Figure 3: On 2D domain, PR (dashed curve) is C 1 continuous across its boundary, thanks to the analytical solution of Green’s functions of the 2D Laplacian
operator.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: PVG allows intersecting primitives, which is a desired feature for
editing. Row 1 shows two PRs intersecting each other. When two diffusion
curves are intersecting, their associated boundary conditions are often “competing”, resulting in non-smooth artifacts (see row 2).

5

307

Algorithm 1 Decorating 3D meshes with PVG
Require: The triangle mesh M, the PVG primitives (i.e., diffusion curves and Poisson regions) associated with color
and/or displacement constraints
Ensure: The mesh with details and colors decorated by PVG
1: Compute discrete Green’s function φy (x) using [34]
2: Sample knots {ti }ni=1 from mesh’s vertices
3: Construct geodesic Voronoi diagram on M, and M is diS
vided into a set of sub-regions M = ni=1 Vi
4: // Construct the harmonic B-spline basis function {ψi }ni=1
5: for each Voronoi cell V j do
AV
P
6:
ψ j (x) = AMj + Vi ∈N1 (V j ) ai j (φ̄Vi (x) − φ̄V j (x))
P
7:
φ̄V j (x) = A1V y∈V j Ay φy (x)
j
8: end for
9: // Compute the control points λ = {λi }ni=1
10: for each Voronoi cell Vi do
11:
Compose i-th row of sparse matrix L = {ai j }ni, j=1
12:
for every neighbor V j ∈ N1 (Vi ) do
ke k
13:
ai j = − dii jj
14:
end for
P
15:
aii = V j ∈N1 (Vi ) ai j
16:
bi = AVi f |Vi
17: end for
18: Solve Lλ = b
19: // Compute the decorated mesh
20: for every vertex x ∈ Vi do
P
21:
u (x) = V j ∈N(x) λ j ψ j (x)
22: end for

5.2. Computing Discrete Green’s Function

Define gi j = φvi (v j ) the Green’s function centered at vertex vi evaluating at vertex v j . We denote by G = (gi j )m×m the
310 discrete Green’s function on closed mesh M, where m is the
−1
311 number of vertices. Lipman et al. [34] proved that A
LG =
1
T
312 I− 11 , where 1 is the column vector of all ones. Denote by M j
n
1T x
313 the j-th column of matrix M. They showed that G j = x − T 1,
1 1
−1
314 where x is a particular solution to LA
Lx = (I− n1 11T ) j . To get
315 the particular solution, replace the first row and the first column
−1
316 of A
L by zeros and set the diagonal entry at their intersection
1
T
317 to 1. Also replace the first row of (I −
n 11 ) j by 0. As pointed
318 out in [34], this kind of linear system can be solved very ef−1
319 ficiently by first performing Cholesky factorization of LA
L
320 and then performing two backward substitutions for every given
321 vector on the right hand side. Green’s functions on open mesh
−1
322 can be similarly solved by A
LG = I.
308

309

323

5.3. Computing Geodesic Voronoi Diagram

While user drawing DC and PR’s boundary on the mesh,
each curve assigned with double-side color or Laplacian weight
326 are represented by a B-spline curve. According to the work in
327 [35], De Casteljau’s algorithm are generalized into 2D man328 ifold which replaced the linear interpolation with the smooth
329 geodesic interpolation. With this framework, we represent PVG
330 primitives by B-spline curves on the mesh. In actual, there need
331 massive computation of pairwise geodesic path. Here we adopt
332 an efficient approach [36] to query approximate geodesic path
333 between any two points on the mesh. After given the sketch
334 based B-spline curves, we find the vertices belonging to the
335 B-spline curves and assign them with corresponding color or
336 Laplacian.
337
To guarantee the accuracy of computation, we need sample
338 the knots appropriately to satisfy the condition that the Lapla339 cian in every Voronoi cell region is constant. At first, all key
340 vertices involved in the input PVG are included in the knot set.
341 And then some other vertices are evenly selected additionally
342 with the specified knot density. Next, these knots are served
343 as generators to construct a geometric Voronoi diagram on the
344 mesh.
(a) The original model
(b) Input: cDC
(c) The color result
345
The algorithm of building Voronoi diagram in R2 has been
346 well implemented such as by using dual Delaunay triangula3
347 tion. But in R , the situation becomes more complicated and
348 one of the most differences is that the bisector is a point trace
349 on the mesh which have equal geodesic distance to two knot
350 neighbors rather than a straight line. First, the knots are used as
(d) Input: dDC
(e) The result
(f) Input: dDC+dPR
351 sources to create multi-source exact geodesic distance field on
352 the mesh by applying the improved CH algorithm [37]. After
353 that, each vertex is assigned a geodesic distance to its closest
354 knot. Then, we check each triangle edge of the mesh and la355 bel it if its endpoints have different closest knots. And if a la356 beled edge’s incident triangle face involves three labeled edges,
(g) The result
(h) Normal map
(i) The final result
357 it contains a branch point inside, otherwise it is crossed through
358 by a segment of bisector. Finally, based on the labeled edges
Figure 5: Generating a flag model from a cuboid model with simple input based 359 and faces, we obtain the geodesic Voronoi diagram (Fig. 6(b))
PVG
360 on the mesh through the marching algorithm [38].
324
325
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(a) Displacement constraints (b) Knots {ti } & Voronoi diagram {Vi }

(c) Basis function ψ j (x)

(d) Control points {λi }

(e) Harmonic B-spline funcP
tion u(x) = ni=1 λi ψi (x)

Figure 6: Illustration of our Poisson solver on the box mesh M. (a) shows the domain U (because dDCs are not closed, here U = M) and the displacement
constraints including one dPR (red star) and four dDCs (another two on the bottom) along edges of the cuboid model, dPR assigns Laplacian constraints f and
dDCs give the Dirichlet boundary condition g. (b) First, to guarentee that the Laplacian in every Voronoi cell is constant, sample n knots consisted of all the
key vertices involved in the dPR and dDCs and some other vertices evenly distributed with specified knot density. Then use these interior and boundary knots
S
as generators to construct geodesic Voronoi diagram, and U is divided into a set of disjoint sub-regions, U = ni=1 Vi . (c) For a Voronoi cell V j , based on the
Green’s function of the Laplacian operator on M, define a harmonic B-spline basis function ψ j (x), whose knot t j is the generator of V j . (d) If V j is a boundary
Voronoi cell, simply set its constrol point λ j using the given boundary condition g. If V j is an internal Voronoi cell, compute its control point λ j by solving a
sparse linear system, whose size is much smaller than the number of vertices of the mesh. (e) After obtaining basis function and control points, construct harmonic
P
B-spline function u(x) = ni=1 λi ψi (x) to give the solution of Poisson equation. As (c) shown that the basis function decays to zero quickly, we can evaluate the
P
u(x) = Vi ∈N(x) λi ψi (x) just using the basis in a neighbor around x.

5.4. Computing Control Coefficients
362
According to the PVG constraints defined on the vertices
363 and the constructed geodesic Voronoi diagram, we attempt to
364 solve a sparse linear system to require control coefficients λ for
365 expressing the harmonic B-spline function in the further step.
366 As for constructing this linear system

361

Lλ = b

(12)

here L = {ai j } is a sparse symmetric matrix whose size is n × n
(n is the number of knots {ti }), and b is a n-dimensional vec369 tor defined as each knot’s Laplacian value multiplying by its
370 area. Based on the position relationships of knots in Voronoi
371 diagram, they can be obtained specifically as follows:

367

368


ke k


− dii jj , i f i , j and {ti , t j } are neighbors



ai j = 
0, i f i , j and {ti , t j } are not neighbors



 P
V j ∈N1 (Vi ) ai j , i f i = j; i, j ∈ [1, n]
bi = AVi f |Vi , i ∈ [1, n]

(13)
(14)

where ai j (i, j ∈ [1, n]) is only related to the i-th knot ti and
its 1-ring Voronoi neighbourhood. Note that no matter how the
374 knots are distributed, on average, each knot has six neighbors
375 (since the average neighboring Voronoi cells is 6). Therefore,
376 for each row of L, there are roughly seven non-zero values.
377
Moreover, allow for rank(L) = (n − 1), and this linear sys378 tem Eqn. (12) has infinitely many solutions, we use DCs to
379 assign the Dirichlet boundary condition. By moving them to
380 the righthand side of this equation as Eqn. (10), we can attain
381 a unique solution. That is, the average color (height) of each
382 Voronoi cell is obtained (Fig. 6(d)), which will serve as the
383 control coefficients for the next step of constructing harmonic
372
373

B-spline function. In addition, we know that any input of PVG
needs to include at least one DC to guarantee the unique solu386 tion.
384
385

5.5. Constructing Basis Functions
In this paper, we would like to supply a good decoration
389 method of the 3D meshes affecting the vertices’ features in both
390 color and geometry aspects, making that the Poisson solver is
391 working on all vertices of the model. Of course, the more dense
392 mesh model you use and the higher resolution result you get.
393 To achieve a good rendering result satisfying the resolution re394 quirement, the original mesh model needs enough vertex den395 sity. By the way, in our interface, we use midpoint subdivision
396 to increase the model’s density if it is not dense enough.
397
Therefore, the fundamental problem of the Poisson solver is
398 to reduce the computation burden which matters a lot especially
399 for the large meshes we need. Here, we propose an efficient
400 method of solving the Poisson solver on the dense mesh through
401 constructing harmonic B-spline function. Harmonic B-spline
402 function provides the local computation for solving the Poisson
403 equation on the mesh instead of a global solution covering all
404 vertices as the conventional finite element method does.
As for the construction of harmonic B-spline function on
the 3D mesh M, the above computation has supplied its control coefficients. And according to Green’s third identity theory
and previous derivation, the j-th basis function of harmonic Bspline can be defined on the closed mesh by
X
AV j
+
ai j (φ̄Vi (x) − φ̄V j (x)), j ∈ [1, n] (15)
ψ j (x) =
AM V ∈N (V )
387
388

i

1

j

and which is on the open boundary mesh:
X
ψ j (x) =
ai j (φ̄Vi (x) − φ̄V j (x)), j ∈ [1, n]
Vi ∈N1 (V j )

7

(16)

where Vi is 1-ring neighbour of V j , AM is the total area of the
mesh, AV j is the area of j-th Voronoi cell V j , and is the average
value of Green function φ in Voronoi cell V j :
Z
1
φ (x, y) dδy
(17)
φ̄V j (x) =
AV j V j

setting the associated functions f and g. Besides, as the input
affecting a small part of the mesh, our Poisson solver can pro444 vide a local computation method for the useful regions which
445 lightens the calculation burden a lot in actual situations.
As
446 shown Fig. 7(d), based on the input, we can obtain a connected
447 region with open boundary which need to be calculated. After
448 building a geodesic Voronoi diagram with the n selected knots
405 whose discrete form can be expressed as
449 from that area, we can calculate n control points of harmonic B450 splines function via equation Lλ = b. However, only vertices
X
1
φ̄V j (x) =
Ay φy (x)
(18) 451 whose Voronoi cells contain input area (the green regions) will
AV j y∈V
j
452 be actually calculated their u(x).
453
Fig. 8 shows the result of a stele model decorated with
406 Here φy (x) is the Green function on the mesh, which can be
454 concave Chinese calligraphy characters and convex patterns of
407 obtained by the method presented in [34]. Green function on
455 auspicious clouds and dragon.
In this stele decoration, first,
408 a specific 3D mesh only needs to be calculated once, which is
456 we use two dDCs to generate a whole concave effect of the
409 attained in the preprocessing step in our interface.
410
And then we can derive the harmonic B-spline function as 457 middle plaque with the inconsecutive displacement boundaries.
458 Second, raising the whole dragon shape a bit by also using
411 follows:
459 two dDCs. Third, smoothly embossing the middle part of the
n
X
460 dragon and the auspicious clouds by using dPRs. Finally, smoothly
u (x) =
(19) 461 carving the Chinese calligraphy characters on the stele mesh by
λ j ψ j (x)
j=1
462 using dPRs. With flexibly using different types of PVG, we can
412 where u (x) is each vertex’s color (height), except these x be- 463 achieve various gorgeous effects in both coloring and emboss413 longing to the knot set which u (x) are already obtained (by Eqn. 464 ment aspects.
Fig. 9 shows the result of a vase model decorated with blue
414 (12)) or known (specified by DCs) and no need to be calculated 465
415 again, the other u (x) are unknown and need to be calculated. 466 and white porcelain patterns and smooth petal bumps. On one
467 hand, the vase is decorated with blue and white porcelain pat416 And λ j is the control coefficients required from Eqn. (12).
417
Since the basis function ψ (x, y) decays to zero quickly, we 468 terns in the RGB field. On the other hand, all the petals are
418 can evaluate Eqn. (19) by just using the basis of a neighbour- 469 smoothly embossed on the mesh. From this example, we can
470 see that our method is still powerful and available even if the
419 hood around x:
471 input is delicate and exquisite.
X
Considering that the mesh need to be decorated by massive
u (x) =
(20) 472
λ j ψ j (x)
473 repetitive patterns sometimes, our system also accepts global
V j ∈N(x)
474 parametrization as the PVG input to generate rendering result
420
After solving this harmonic B-spline function Eqn. (20),
475 (see Fig.10). Furthermore, the combination of sketching and
421 each vertex’s color/displacement can be obtained eventually (Fig.
476 global parametrization can design various gorgeous decoration
422 6(e)). Besides, thanks to the random-access solver, we can flex477 effects (see Fig. 11).
423 ibly and selectively decide the region of interest, hereby reduc478
In our current implementation, the bottleneck is the pre424 ing the computational cost. For instance, applying the visibility
479 computation stage, including constructing the geodesic Voronoi
425 algorithm such as back-face culling [39] or Z-buffer [40], we
480 diagram and computing the Green’s functions. For the Piggy
426 can check whether a point x is visible. If not, we don’t need to
481 Bank model with roughly 40 PVG primitives, pre-computing
427 compute u(x) at all.
482 takes 138.4s (see Fig. 12). Local updating/editing PVG is much
483 more efficient than re-computing for the entire model, since
484 Voronoi diagram can be updated locally and we only need to
428 6. Results
485 re-compute the basis functions for the affected Voronoi cells.
429
We implemented our algorithm in C++ and evaluated it on 486 As shown in Fig. 12, changing colors takes only 0.758s, and
430 a laptop with an Intel i7 CPU2.80GHz.
Our method allows 487 editing the geometries of PRs takes 2.889s.
431 user to decorate 3D meshes in 3 ways: 1) user sketches PVG 488
Thanks to the smoothness provided by PRs, our system also
432 primitives (DCs, PCs and PRs) directly on the mesh, and then 489 allows multi-level sculpting for the meshes (see Fig. 13).
433 tunes the Dirichlet boundary condition g and Laplacian of col- 490
In addition, the statistics table of these results is shown as
434 ors/displacements g; 2) user attaches a pre-defined 2D PVG to 491 Table. 2.
435 the region of interest on the 3D model using local parameteriza- 492
According to the results in these figures, PVG can decorate
436 tion; and 3) user tessellates a pre-defined 2D PVG to the entire 493 3D meshes with various effects in the sides of color and geome437 3D model using global parameterization.
494 try by sketching and global parametrization. Particularly, in the
438
In Fig. 7, we decorate the Bunny model with the SPM logo 495 field of 3D geometric detail synthsization, compared with the
439 and some colorful patterns. Using PVG, mesh decoration be- 496 result of the sharp displacement boundaries by only using DCs,
440 comes easier, since users can sketch arbitrary curves on the 3D 497 our PRs can give a smooth bump effect.
441 model directly and then tune the colors and displacements via 498
Jeschke [6] proposed a surface details decoration method
442

443
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with diffusion curves. Since the C 0 continuity of Laplacian/Poisson’s
500 equations on boundary, the details are inevitable with sharp
501 boundaries. Though the feature is pleasing sometimes, such as
502 inlay ornaments on vase, smooth feature is pleasing for some
1
503 other occasions, such as Figure 13. Our C continuous PR pro504 vides a natural multilevel tool for editing complex decorations.
Finite element method [9] just evaluates C 0 continuity solu(a) Input (b) Displacement (c) Color (d) Computation 505
model
constraints
constraints regions (green) 506 tion of Poisson’s equations. Though high-order elements could
507 result in smooth solution, the computational cost increases dra508 matically.
499

509

Poisson vector graphics, a powerful extension to the popular
diffusion curves, are equipped with two new types of primitives,
512 namely Poisson curves and Poisson regions. This paper has ad513 vocated a new decoration approach that functions directly over
514 meshes of arbitrary topological type within the PVG frame515 work.
DCs could be utilized to specify color and height on
516 the mesh, serving as the boundary condition. At the same time,
517 both PCs and PRs could control tone by offsetting Laplacians.
518 By using them in concert, we have detailed a pameterization519 free decoration method in this paper, which is affording users
520 to directly work on 3D meshes, by sketching out a set of sparse
521 curves intuitively and conveniently enabled by PVG. At the al522 gorithmic level, to render PVG on 3D meshes efficiently, we
523 have designed an efficient Poisson solver based on harmonic B524 spline functions in this paper. First, after sampling the knots,
525 we correspondingly built the geodesic Voronoi diagram on the
526 mesh. Second, we used the Voronoi cells to construct a sparse
527 linear system whose solution provides the control coefficients.
528 Finally, we constructed harmonic B-spline functions and locally
529 synthesized the entire result. With the local computation pro530 vided by harmonic B-spline functions, we could flexibly and
531 selectively determine which positions of the mesh model are
532 needed for calculation.
533
In strong contrast to previous works only supported by the
534 utility of DCs, our new system could achieve the decoration re535 sults which are embodied not only with the color shading but
536 also with the smooth embossing and carving visual effects. Ad537 ditionally, because of the smoothness property directly inher538 ited from PRs, our system also support multi-level editing on
539 meshes. Since our system is solely based on a local solver, our
540 system could significantly reduce the computational burden and
541 provide more versatility such as ignoring calculation of invisi542 ble parts of models of current interest.
543
In our current implementation of the PVG solver, we com544 puted Green’s functions for mesh vertices only and then use
545 linear interpolation to approximate the function value for points
546 inside triangular faces. As a result, we require the input mesh
547 is of relatively good triangulation and high resolution.
It is
548 highly desirable to develop a more accurate method to com549 pute Green’s functions for non-vertex points. Also, our paper
550 defines the displacement field using scalar functions. In the fu551 ture, we plan to extend our method to vector-valued functions
552 so that we can decorate 3D surfaces with non-height function
553 based displacement.
510

(e) Normal map

(f) Final result

Figure 7: Bunny with the SPM logo. With a few diffusion curves and Poisson
regions, we obtain colorful and smooth reliefs. Thanks to the local feature
of our solver, we only need to construct the geodesic Voronoi diagram and
harmonic B-splines for the region of interest.

(a) Input (b) Displacement(c) Normal (d) Result (e) Result
model constraints
map
w/o texture w/ texture
Figure 8: Decorating the stele model with concave Chinese calligraphy characters and convex patterns of auspicious clouds and dragon. By simply adjusting
the Laplacian values, we can control the height of the concave or convex reliefs.
Compared the concave Chinese calligraphy characters and the convex patterns
of auspicious clouds and dragon produced by dPR with those created by dDC,
it is apparent that our PR could produce smooth details while DC could only
produce sharp features. We visualize the displacement constraints by color map
in (b), where warm and cold colors indicate positive and negative displacements
respectively.

Triangle mesh
Bunny (Fig. 7)
Stele (Fig. 8)
Vase 1 (Fig. 9)
Vase 2 (Fig. 9)
Rhino (Fig. 10)
Sofa (Fig. 10)
Cactus (Fig. 11)
Tree (Fig. 13)
Piggy bank (Fig. 12)

#cDC
82
0
385
264
0
27144
854
1 + 119 × 2
17(+3)

#cPR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 + 119 × 2
66(+15)

#dDC
82
22
155
264
3038
27144
122+854
1 + 119 × 2
17(+3)

#dPR
81
31
155
264
3038
27144
122+854
1 + 119 × 2
17(+3)

Table 2: Statistics. We report the number of diffusion curves and Poisson regions used. The prefixes “c” and “d” distinguish the primitives for color and
displacement.

7. Conclusion & Future Work

511
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(a) Input
Model

(b) Displacement
constraints

(c) Normal
map

(d) Displacement

(e) Color
constraints

(f) Final
result

Figure 9: Decorating the vases with smooth reliefs generated by Poisson regions.

(a) Input mesh

(b) Displacement constraints

(c) Normal map

(d) Result w/o texture

(e) Result w/ texture

Figure 10: Decorating the Rhino and Sofa models with repetitive patterns. To simplify the procedure, our system provides global parameterization so that the
user-specified pattern can be generated on the entire meshes in a seamless manner.
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(a) Input model (b) Displacement (c) Normal map (d) Rendering w/
constraint
texture

(e)
Another (f) Color
displacement
straints
constraint

con- (g) Normal map

(h) Final result

Figure 11: Transforming a sphere into a cactus. We define PVG on 2 separate
layers, where the first layer models the stems and the second layer the sharp
spines. Since PR is C 1 continuous, the two layers can be added together in a
seamless manner. Note that it is difficult to use only DCs for LOD modeling,
since it is discontinuous along the curves.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(a) Input model

(b) First result

(e) Normal map 1 (f) Normal map 2

(c)
color

Changing (d) Editing geometry

(g) First GVD

Figure 13: Modeling a tree using multilevel PVG. Given a rectangular domain
(a), user sketches a circular PR enclosed by a DC whose Dirichlet boundary
condition is 0. The resulting PVG is the tree’s trunk (b). Then user sketches 2
other sets of DC and PR (c) to define two branches (d). Repeating this procedure
a few times, we obtain the tree (e). Similar to other figures, we visualize the
values of f and g using colors, i.e., green for 0 and red for positive value.

(h) Updated GVD

Figure 12: Decorating and editing a piggy bank model. (a) shows the input
mesh. (b) shows the first result of decorating with PVGs. (c) is the second result
after changing color whose Voronoi diagram is not changed. (d) is the final result after changing DC’s shape of two clouds whose Voronoi diagram is locally
updated with some additional knots and only the vertices x′ inside these new
P
Voronoi cells are recalculated by using equation u (x′ ) = V j ∈N(x′ ) λ j ψ j (x′ ).
There are 1,073 knots in (g), and 214 additional knots are added in (h).
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